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Chicago manual of style citation book chapter

Home / Guides / Citation Guides / Chicago Style / How to cite a section of Chicago / Turabian If you write a research paper, there is a very high probability you need to mention a section or another part of the book. In this guide you will find what you need to provide section quotes according to the latest Chicago/Turabian style standards. Here are examples of different types of citations, both in the notes and
bibliography format and the author's date format, as defined in the Chicago-style guide: a chapter of one author's book article in the anthology introduction, introduction, subword, or similar part of the book's letters, citing the author's title, followed by the section or chapter title in quotation marks. The italic title of the whole job/book comes next after the word in. In the bibliography or reference list, you'll need
to add a range of pages or a specific chapter number for a quoted part of the workbook. However, you only add the page(s) to footnotes, endnotes, or text citations. Here's a simple example of a citation structure for different styles: Bibliography: Author's name, first name. Name of the department. In the title of the book, the page range. City: publisher, footnotes of the year: author's name, Chapter name in
book title (city: publisher, year), page(s) quoted. Links: Author's name, first name. Years. Name of the department. In the title of the book, the page range. City: Publisher. Text text: (Author's last name year quoted page(s) Do not always need to specify a specific part of your book. Often it is enough just to mention all the work. If an article or chapter plays a big role in your document, it is a good idea to
mention a specific part. You usually want to quote individual articles separately, and chapters of one author's book are more often quoted as just all work. Chapter of one author's book If you use a section of a book that is particularly relevant to your project, it may be useful for you to mention only that section of the text and the list of quoted works. It shows everyone who reads your document that this
section is very important for your research. For more examples, you can check out CMOS 14.106 and Turabian 17.1.8.1 and 19.1.9.1. Bibliography: Serviss, Garrett P. Terror Journey. Space Columbus, 17-32. New York: Appleton, 1911. Footnotes: Garrett P. Serviss, Terror Journey, A Columbus of Space (New York: Appleton, 1911), 19. Links: Serviss, Garrett P. 1911 Terror Journey. Space Columbus, 17-
32. New York: Appleton. In the text: (Serviss 1911, 19) You take a similar format to articles in a multi-author book in a multi-author book. One big difference is that you use the author name of the main part of the record. After the, then add a job title as well as information about editors or translators, followed by a range of pages. Bibliography: Oram, Richard W. Writers' Library: Historical Review and Curatory
Considerations. Collecting, curating and researching writers' libraries: A Guide edited by Richard W. Oram and Joseph Nicholson, 1-28. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2014. Footnotes: Richard W. Oram, Writers' Library: Historical Review and Curatory Considerations for Collecting, Curating and Researching Writers' Libraries: Guide, Ed. Richard W. Oram and Joseph Nicholson (Lanham: Rowman and
Littlefield, 2014), 15. Links: Oram, Richard W. 2014. Writers' Libraries: Historical review and curator's considerations. Collecting, curating and researching writers' libraries: A Guide edited by Richard W. Oram and Joseph Nicholson, 1-28. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield. Text text: (Oram 2014, 15) If you use multiple articles in multiple authors' work, you should add a quote to your bibliography or links list,
and then you can add a truncated form for each individual section (see <a0><a1></a1> </a0> . Turabian 17.1.8.2 and 19.1.8.2). Here's an example: Bibliography full quote: Oram, Richard W., and Joseph Nicholson, eds. Collection, mentoring and research writers libraries: guide. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2014. Bibliography shortened the form of the article multi author's work: Oram, Richard W.
Writers Library: Historical Review and Curatory Considerations. Oram and Nicole, 1-28. Links to full quote: Oram, Richard W., and Joseph Nicholson, eds. 2014. Collection, mentoring and research of writers' libraries: a guide. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield. The references of the article by several authors are abbreviated: Oram, Richard W. 2014. Writers' Libraries: Historical review and curator's
considerations. Oram and Nicole 2014, 1-28. Work in an anthology For work in anthology, quote exactly as you would for the book section of several authors. The name of the work will be in Roman quotation marks. If the work of the anthology is the length of the book, the title of the work should be italic, not Roman. Bibliography: Dillard, Annie. Life as Weasels. In Touchstone Anthology of Modern Creative
Nonfiction: Work from 1970 to present, edited by Lex Williford and Michael Martone, 148-51. New York: Simon &amp; Schuster, 2007. Footnotes: Annie Dillard, Living Like Weasels, Touchstone Anthology of Modern Creative Nonfiction: Work from 1970 to now, by Lex Williford and Michael Martone (New York: Simon &amp; Schuster, 2007), 149. Links: Dillard, Annie. 2007. Life as Weasels. In Touchstone
Anthology of Modern Creative Nonfiction: Work from 1970 to present, edited by Lex Williford and Michael Martone, 148-51. New York: Simon &amp; Schuster. In the text: (Dillard 2007, 149) Introduction, introduction, subword or similar part of the book Some books contain chapters or end of the text that are not considered to be part of the basic text, such as introduction, introduction, foreword or subword. It
is also sometimes written by someone other than the lead author. If you want to specify a part of a book that is one of these non-conflict names, you add a term to the citation that is used to describe the part. If the author of the part you quoted is the same as the author of the entire book, add only a quote to the entire book in the list of bibliography or references. For more information and examples, see
CMOS 14.110 and Turabian 17.1.8.1 and 19.1.9.1. Bibliography: Yeo, Geoffrey. Foreword Archive: Principles and Practices, Laura A. Millar, vii-x. New York: Neal-Schumann, 2004. Footnotes: Geoffrey Yeo, Foreword Archive: Principles and Practices, Laura A. Millar (New York: Neal-Schumann, 2004), viii. Links: Yeo, Geoffrey. 2004. Foreword Archive: Principles and Practices, Laura A. Millar, vii-x. New
York: Neal-Schumann. In the text: (Yeo 2004, viii) Letters in the published collection Some books contain sets of letters that one person has written or letters on a particular subject. You can cite individual letters in a similar way to quoting a section. You start the quote with the sender and recipient's names, and then the message date that contains information about the book that the message published.
Add only a quote for the entire book to the list of bibliography or references. For author date style citations, the letter date must be comorised in the text because the reference list will contain only a reference to the entire book. For more information, see CMOS 14.111 and Turabian 17.1.9 and 19.1.9.4. Bibliography: Meynell, Alice. Letters from Alice Meynell are selected. Edited by Damian Atkinson.
Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013. Footnotes: Alice Meynell to Christiana Thompson, March 1, 1858, in selected letters to Alice Meynell, by Ed Damian Atkinson (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013), 14. Links: Meynell, Alice. 2013. Letters from Alice Meynell. Edited by Damian Atkinson. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. In the text:
On March 1, 1858, Alice Meynell wrote a letter to her mother detailing safe arrival (Meynell 2013, 14). Bibliography Chicago Style Guide, 17 ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017. . Turabian, Kate L. Director of Writers of Scientific Works, Dissertations and Dissertations, 9th Ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018. Posted on October 31, 2011. Updated on 15 May 2020 by Janice Hansen.
Janice holds a Doctorate in Literature and a master's degree in library science. She spends a lot of time with rare books and quotes. Go to Author's Date: Citat Examples These examples illustrate observations and bibliography. Sample notes show all citations and truncated quotes of the same Examples of bibliography records correspond to the observations. For more information and many more
examples, see Chapter 14 of the Chicago Style Guide. For examples of the same quotes that use the author's date system, see the Author's Date link above. Book notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) Many more examples covering almost every type of book, see the Chicago-style guide from 14100 to 163. In the edited workbook section or other part, quote specific pages in
the Note. In bibliography, add a range of pages to a section or part. Note Truncated notes bibliography record In some cases, you can specify the entire set. Note A short-quoted bibliography entry for more examples can be found in the Chicago-style guide 14.103-5 and 14,106-12. Translated Book Note Abbreviated note Bibliography entry E-book For books consulted on the Internet is the URL or database
name. For other types of e-books, name the format. If there are no fixed page numbers, indicate the section name, section, or other number, if any, in your notes, if any (or just omit). Notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) For more examples, see the Chicago-style guide 14.159-63. Journal article In the note, quote specific page numbers. In bibliography, add a range of pages
for the entire article. Articles consulted online contain a URL or database name. Many journal articles provide a DOI (digital object identifier) list. DOI consists of a permanent URL that starts . This URL is more relevant than the URL displayed in your browser's address bar. Notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) Journal articles are often listed in many authors, especially in
science. If there are four or more authors, list up to ten in the bibliography; only the first, followed by et al. (and others), shall be listed in the note. More than a dozen authors (not shown here) listed in the first seven bibliography, followed by et al. Note A short note bibliography entry For more examples, see the Chicago-style guide 14168-87. News or magazine article articles from newspapers or news sites,
magazines, blogs and so on are quoted in a similar way. Page numbers, if any, can be quoted in a note, but are omitted in a bibliography record. If you consulted an article online, add a URL or database name. Notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) Readers' comments are quoted in text or note, but are omitted in the bibliography. For more examples, see 14,188-90
(magazines), 191-200 (in newspapers) and 14 October 208 (blogs) in the Chicago-style guide. Book Review Note Abbreviated Note Bibliography Entry Interview Note Abbreviated Notes entry Dissertation or dissertation Abbreviated note Bibliography entry Site content Is often enough just to describe web pages and other site content in the text (As of May 1, 2017, the Yale home page is listed . .). If more
Quote is needed, it can be styled as examples below. For a source that does not have a publication or revision date, add an access date (for example, Note 2). Notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) For more examples, see the Chicago-style guide 14.205-10. For multimedia, including live performances, see 14,261–68. Social media content Content Quotes shared through
social media can usually be limited to text (as in the first example below). A note can be added if you need a more formal quote. In rare cases, a proper bibliography record may also be appropriate. Instead of the title, quote up the first 160 characters of the post. Comments are quoted in a reference to the original record. Text notes Abbreviated notes Bibliography entry Personal communication Personal
messages, including emails and text messages and instant messages sent through social media, usually quoted only in text or note; they are rarely included in bibliography. Note
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